Abstract

This paper describes the application of machine translation in overcoming language barriers for global e-commerce at eBay. We look at how buyers are provided the ability to perform cross-lingual search by translation of their search queries into the language of the listed items. We also show the process of translating item titles and descriptions from the inventory language into the user’s preferred language. We briefly discuss the role of translation in facilitating communication between buyers and sellers.

In addition, we highlight the merits of evaluating translation quality together with system performance, which for search favors position-invariant metrics over more widely used translation metrics. Finally, we show how we incorporate user behavior and conversion metrics as part of our system evaluation methodology.

1. Introduction

With the global expansion of e-commerce, we are seeing an increase in cross-border trade amongst countries. At present, about 22% of eBay Inc.’s business is due to cross-border trade and about 30% of new customers are acquired via cross-border trade. This leads to situations where the buyer may not understand the language in which products are listed.

At eBay, we are using machine translation (MT) to help overcome this language barrier along the user’s path, from discovering the item to making the purchase. Currently, we are supporting this use case for Russia, Brazil and Latin America in their respective languages, Russian, Portuguese and Spanish.

Search plays a pivotal role in the buyer’s ability to find products. This makes accuracy and speed of the translation of a search query critical to enhance user experience and increase revenue.

Listing titles are seen throughout the conversion path on the site: in the “Search Results Page” which displays the list of results retrieved based on user search, the “View Item Page” which provides detailed information on the selected item, as well as the “Checkout Page” and other pages in the purchase path funnel. Correctness with respect to the context and consistency of these translations is essential to help users complete their purchases and finally achieve the best possible user experience.

In each of these areas, user-generated data, a broad array of domains, and the presence of domain-specific jargon present significant challenges for machine translation.

As an example, let us go over the use-case for Russia. A Russian user is provided with the ability to search in Russian. The user’s query in his native language is machine-translated to English and this translated term is used to retrieve items with English titles and descriptions. Once the relevant items, originally listed in English, are fetched, their titles and descriptions are translated by default and displayed in Russian.
This helps the user understand the details of what the item is about and enables him to make a purchase decision, i.e., the item translation is “actionable”. In addition, seller and buyer are provided with an inline translation option to facilitate communication amongst each other.

Our MT system treats each content type, namely search, title, description and communication, in the aforementioned flow as distinct use cases due to varying quality and performance needs. These needs give rise to unique sets of challenges for each of the content types; the subsequent section of this paper will cover these challenges.

We will also discuss how the system is tuned and evaluated for the specific use cases and look at the merits of evaluating translation quality together with system performance. Finally, we show how we incorporate user behavior and conversion metrics as part of our system evaluation methodology and in selecting training data as well.

2. Influencing Factors

Our overall goal is to provide eBay’s international buyer the best user experience in their desired language, which is influenced by response time and quality.
2.1. Quality

Users can choose to enter search terms in the language of their comfort, which typically wavers between the user’s local language and English. The translation system needs to preserve the English terms as-is and translate the local language to English in order to facilitate cross-lingual search. Given that the search terms on an average have four words, a relatively short length for language identification, discerning the source language can be challenging; especially for similar languages such as Portuguese and Spanish. This leads to a risk of unintended translations of English terms.

A high percentage of eBay titles have a ‘non-standard’ source language structure and style as they may use eBay-specific jargon and contain brand names, which should be preserved. The same brand names can also exist as regular nouns though, e.g. the word ‘Gap’ is a brand name but can also be treated as a regular noun based on the context. Also, a large amount of textual descriptions in eBay’s inventory is produced by non-native speakers, often with mediocre experience in the respective language of the site on which the listing is hosted.

Coming up with a task-based quality evaluation in addition to standard quality metrics for each of the content types is non-trivial and we will go over the details in the upcoming sections.

2.2. User Experience

On the one hand, the search term translations are integrated in the real-time flow and must be seamless from the user perspective. Therefore low response times are mandatory and the translation has to balance quality and speed in order to achieve these latency requirements.

On the other hand, translated titles need to be displayed along with the option to see their original versions, hence it is important to come up with a user interface, which is non-intrusive but serves the purpose.

At present we translate roughly 820M characters per day across the 3 languages, Russian, Spanish and Portuguese. Processing such high volume within required latencies is also challenging for the overall translation system.
3. **MT System**

At a high level, the architecture consists of two layers: the MT Service Layer and the MT Engines Pool. The MT Service serves as the entry point and an orchestration layer. It is responsible to parse the input context (source/target language, context type: query, title and others) and choose the right underlying MT engines to serve the request. In addition, this layer performs necessary authentication, enables experimentation with different pipelines based on traffic allocation and logs any traffic information. Each MT engine in the pool specifies a pipeline built on language processing steps like tokenization, sentence detection, lower-casing, recasing, etc.

Currently, we use Moses, an open source framework for statistical machine translation, along with its XMLRPC service implementation (Koehn et al. 2007). The MT system is a standard phrase-based system trained on both eBay data as well as data from other domains (e.g. Europarl, CommonCrawl, corpora available through TAUS). While the first is crucial for quality the latter is important for vocabulary coverage.

For adapting the MT system to the content on the eBay site, as input by eBay users, we have generated bilingual data by translating search queries, item titles and item descriptions by human translators. Since these data sets are costly and time consuming to create, we can only select a comparatively small portion. Looking at user data we sample from what users frequently search for and what they often see. Also we try to select diverse content to cover several categories and styles. These corpora are used for both training and testing. In addition, we use monolingual eBay content for language modeling and evaluation. Finally, we include e-commerce-specific data like brands and acronym lists which help with translating those types more accurately.

4. **Evaluation**

The MT system is evaluated for both translation quality and impact. At eBay, we have the advantage to see what the user does with the MT output. We can measure the impact of MT by analyzing user behavioral data, e.g. a click on an item or a purchase, and thus can implicitly measure MT quality.

For the explicit evaluation of MT quality we look at a variety of automatic measures as well as human judgments.

4.1. **BLEU**

BLEU is an n-gram based precision score that is commonly used for automatically measuring MT quality (Papineni et al., 2002) Most of our systems are optimized on BLEU and we use it, amongst other metrics, to compare different candidates.

4.2. **PER**

In some cases, we do not care about the order of the words in the translation. For instance, the query “used musical instruments classical guitar” leads to the same search results as “musical instruments classical guitar used”.

BLEU penalizes the “wrong” word order, which results in 70.71% for the given example. PER, here 0%, is a position-independent word error rate, which in this case relates much better to the quality of the translation in its given use case.
4.3. **Brand Preservation**

E-commerce data consists of many brand and product names. Often those names are or contain words that are also part of a language. E.g. the brand “REI” means “king” in Portuguese and is likely to be translated as such by a Portuguese to English MT system that is trained on lower-cased data.

While the context should usually guide the translation process to the correct translation, it is especially hard for search queries because the context is extremely small and often even just the word by itself.

The correct translation of brand and product names is crucial for search queries, item titles and descriptions, which is why we maintain a list of brands and products and feed it to the MT system.

When evaluating the translation of brands we look at the preservation rate by counting how often those brands are kept as-is and not translated. Our MT systems preserve >90% of the brands.

4.4. **Search Results**

Correct translation does not always mean good search results. E.g. the Russian query “сумки из натуральной кожи” can be translated into “bags of genuine leather” or “genuine leather bags”. Both are valid translations but the latter one leads to many more search results (47,000 vs. 160).

This is why we evaluate search recall for query translation, i.e. we look at the number of queries for which we get no results and compare the average result set sizes. The results are weighted by query frequency in order to get a more realistic distribution.

Only in <10% our MT systems produce queries with null results. Please note that we currently only look at the pure recall, i.e. number of search results, and not at their relevance.

4.5. **Human Judgement**

Evaluation by human judgments is done in 2 different ways:
5. Impact and Results

We have seen a positive impact of machine translations based on some of the key user behavioral metrics measured after the feature launch, as well as direct user feedback.

5.1. Results in Search

Adoption of search in the users’ local language increased by 18%. This number indicates the buyers’ confidence in the translation and signals a positive influence when providing them a comfortable and efficient shopping experience.

Using our in-house translation system has helped meet the aggressive site latencies, decreasing unsuccessful item queries by 45%.

5.2. Item Title Translations

We surveyed a large group of users to gather feedback on their experience with our automated title translation, resulting in the following readout:

- 78.3% of users felt that their shopping experience on eBay increased;
- 82.3% rated the machine translation acceptable to high quality (i.e. MT results are actionable);
- 82.5% would recommend the automatic translation of all item titles on eBay

6. Conclusion

We presented eBay’s integration of machine translation into the e-commerce workflow to enable global customers find the products they desire, across country and language borders. We also looked at the influence of the commerce-specific machine translation on the user experience.

While we will continue to augment the language pairs supported by machine translation and improve the machine translation quality of the currently deployed languages, we will expand the machine translation to other areas and content types on the site to enhance the user experience even further.
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